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About This Game

"Russian Roads"

- this is amazing race on rough roads, on the dirt road and in the mud. Travel in different cars of the Russian car industry and try
to come first! Upgrade auto buying him new parts for the engine. Buy new wheels. Paint car in your favorite color! Discover

new car in your own garage. Try yourself in the role of a driver on Russian roads.

Key features:
- This game has passed Greenlight and is now in her fall card!

- 2 cars for the races.
- Improve the appearance and performance of the vehicle.
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Title: Russian Roads
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Laush Dmitriy Sergeevich
Publisher:
Laush Studio
Release Date: 4 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: Athlon 2 X3 450

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce EN9600 GT

Storage: 1000 MB available space

English
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russian road signs. bad russian roads videos. oh roads russian song. russian roads funny. russian mud roads. russian roads
youtube. russian restaurant hampton roads. russian store hampton roads. russia paved roads. popular russian roads. roads in
russian. map russian roads v0.1 beta 1.30. russia street roads. russian roads videos. russian toll roads. famous russian roads.
russian roads 2018. two roads russian imperial stout. russian roads siberia. russian roads worst in the world. voyage russian
roads. russian roads worst in world. voyage 2 russian roads apk download. russian roads unbelievable incidents. russian
backroads. russian roads 2014. roads in russian language. russian roads worst roads in the world. russian roads rules. russian
roads 2017. russian river roads. russia bad roads. russian roads skyscrapercity. russia roads at night

TL:DR: Terrible but hilarious and kind of fun to play.

Cons:
Absurd physics
Mediocre sound
Terrible checkpoints around the corner so you don't know which way you're going,
The other npc vehicles are faster even after you've applied the 3 torque upgrades

Pros
Funny AF
Achievements
Trading cards
Computer AI so dumb it's hilarious
Hasn't crashed or bugged out

Worth the sale price because I'm enjoying it and want to complete it.
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